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Snowflakes flew when photographer Christian Miles visited Chelsea Market; not during the storm of
March 21, but on February 7 — one day after news broke that Google was likely to purchase the iconic
building (a deal sealed this week). | Photo by Christian Miles

BY WINNIE McCROY | In a move that cements Google’s commitment to the West Side tech
corridor, the Internet giant announced on Tues., March 20 their purchase of Chelsea Market
from Jamestown for $2.4B. The two companies have agreed to work together to ensure a smooth
change of ownership, with Jamestown retaining its role as a manager of the building’s retail and
food hall presence.
Google was already the largest tenant in the 1.2 million-square-foot former Nabisco factory
complex, having leased about 400,000 square feet of space. In 2010, Jamestown sold Google
their headquarters at 111 Eighth Ave. (directly across from Chelsea Market) for $1.77B. Their
New York offices have grown to about 7,000 employees from more than 70 countries, with large
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“For
Jamestown,
this is the
highest profile
example to
date of our
unique
approach to
creating value,
but it’s
consistent
Google owns the building, but they’re walking hand in hand into the future with
with
Jamestown, by retaining their role as management for Chelsea Market’s retail and food
transformative
hall elements. | Photo by Christian Miles
projects we’ve
successfully
undertaken across the country,” said Michael Phillips, President of Jamestown. “It’s a
combination of identifying underutilized locations, creative and visionary repositioning, valuecreating management, rigorous financial analysis, and patience.”
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It took about 15 years of patience. In 2003, Jamestown purchased a 75 percent interest in
Chelsea Market, transforming the site by adding a food hall and focusing on attracting tech,
media, and other creative tenants to the upper floors. Now, Chelsea Market is visited by more
than 500,000 locals and tourists every month. The food hall has made the property extremely
attractive; so much so that Google has said they won’t alter the retail aspect at all. (It is unclear
how the sale will affect upstairs tenants, including the Spectrum news channel NY1, the Food
Network, and Major League Baseball — which has a lease there until 2022.)
“Chelsea Market is a cornerstone of the Chelsea-Meatpacking district, and has been serving the
local community for over 20 years,” Radcliffe said. “The iconic ground floor market attracts
visitors from all around the world and provides a great experience for foodies and shoppers
alike. With our purchase of the building, we’ve agreed to work together with Jamestown to
ensure a smooth transition with little or no impact to the community and tenants of the
building. As part of this effort, Jamestown will continue to manage the retail and food hall.”
Despite community concerns, many locals attest that both Jamestown and Google have been
good neighbors, by creating the Hudson Guild Tech Up Lab and coordinating efforts to preserve
the Julien Binford mural (“A Memory of 14th Street and Sixth Avenue”) that was removed when
the building that housed it was slated for partial demolition.
“This purchase further solidifies our commitment to New York, and we believe the Manhattan
Chelsea Market will continue to be a great home for us and a vital part of the neighborhood and
community,” Radcliffe said in the statement. “We’re proud to be part of a city that’s a cross
section of so many industries and cultures, and as we look ahead to the next 18 years and
beyond, we’ll continue to invest in our growth and commitment to the city.”
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Jared Goldstein ·
New York, New York

I am glad that google is keeping the Chelsea Market open.
Is it permitted for them to connect directly to the highline?
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